Exterior house parts diagram

Whether you have owned a home for 40 years or you are a grade-school student looking to
learn more about homes, naming the various parts of a house exterior can be challenging. Well,
we are here to help. As an exterior cleaning company with 20 years of experience, our team of
professionals at Perfect Power Wash knows a thing or two about the outside of homes. Below
we listed all the common terms associated with the various parts of a house exterior. We have
listed them in alphabetical order, so you can use it as a glossary and find what you are looking
for right away. Box ends of a home are located at the gables, generally where the siding and
roof line meet. They create a better appearance and seal in the areas where the siding and roof
meet. Chimneys are designed to aid in the release of smoke and toxic gases from the interior of
a home. They are primarily attached to the fireplace and built vertically to push the hot fumes
upward and out of the home. Columns are typically located at the face of the home. Coming in
multiple styles, columns are used for structural soundness, as well as a decorative touch.
Corner posts are constructed at a degree angle and located on the corners of homes and
garages. Typically made of aluminum, they are designed to protect the attached corners from
damage and support the corner structurally. Drip edges are located underneath the edge of a
roof line near the gutters. They are designed to protect the roof by letting rainwater at the edge
of the roof work its way into the gutters. The gateway to your home, the driveway brings you
from the street to your front doorstep. Driveways are generally comprised of concrete or
asphalt, though different types of concrete and gravel are relatively common. Dormers are
located along the angle of a roof and contain windows. Dormers generally encapsulate areas
like attics on the higher levels of a home. Downspouts are attached at the ends of gutters and
move vertically down edges of a home. These aluminum tubes direct water down the side of the
home and away from the foundation. An eave is the part of the roof that hangs over the side of
the home. Otherwise known as an overhang, eaves are designed to push water clear of the
siding. The fascia is located at the point where the gutter and roof line meet. They are generally
made of aluminum and wood. Flashing is usually located on several areas of a home.
Foundations are found at the base of a home at ground level. They are designed to bear the
weight of the home and provide strength and stability. Frieze board is trim installed where the
siding meets the soffits. It is generally horizontal and placed at the very top end of the siding
under the edge of the roof. Gables are two sloping sections of a roof that come together to
create a peak. They are used as an aesthetic element. Typically made of aluminum, gutters are
found along the perimeter of a house. This piece collects rainwater, leads it to downs spout, and
away from the home. Note: Gutter guards are becoming a popular feature on the exterior of
homes. Typically made of stainless steel, this piece covers your gutters and prevents gutters
from clogging due to leaves, twigs, and samaras helicopters. Patios are outdoor spaces that are
commonly comprised of a type of concrete. They are typically adjoined to the house. A porch is
generally at the front entrance of a home and sheltered by a roof or eaves. Porches can also be
in the back of homes, similar to patios, and be used as entertainment areas. Railings are located
in spots like the sides of steps and around the outside of a deck. They are used as a border and
safety precaution. A ridge is a peak on a roof where two sloping sides meet. Ridge is also the
term for the beam used to build this part of the roof. Sidewalks are typically made of concrete
and create paths to various areas on the outside of a home. Soffits are made of vinyl, wood, and
most commonly aluminum. They are attached under roof overhangs to protect the tresses that
hang over the side of a home or to cover porch ceilings. Soffits are often vented to allow airflow
into your attic. Steps are generally located at the ends of porches and decks to help people
reach a surface that is either above or below them. Shingles cover a roof and are generally
made of asphalt and limestone. They are nailed and overlap to protect your home from weather
elements. Siding is the term for the exterior walls of the home. The most common types are
vinyl , aluminum, and brick. Windows are strategically installed on a home to allow light inside
and provide views outside. They are typically fitted with glass. Doors, either hinged or sliding,
allow people to enter and exit a home. Here are a few features that relate to them. Skip to
primary navigation Skip to main content. All the Parts of a House Exterior Box End Box ends of
a home are located at the gables, generally where the siding and roof line meet. Chimney
Chimneys are designed to aid in the release of smoke and toxic gases from the interior of a
home. Column Columns are typically located at the face of the home. Corner Post Corner posts
are constructed at a degree angle and located on the corners of homes and garages. Drip Edge
Drip edges are located underneath the edge of a roof line near the gutters. Driveway The
gateway to your home, the driveway brings you from the street to your front doorstep. Dormer
Dormers are located along the angle of a roof and contain windows. Down Spouts Downspouts
are attached at the ends of gutters and move vertically down edges of a home. Eave An eave is
the part of the roof that hangs over the side of the home. Fascia The fascia is located at the
point where the gutter and roof line meet. Flashing Flashing is usually located on several areas

of a home. Foundation Foundations are found at the base of a home at ground level. Frieze
Board Frieze board is trim installed where the siding meets the soffits. Gable Gables are two
sloping sections of a roof that come together to create a peak. Garage Attached or detached,
garages are used for parking cars and general storage. Gutters Typically made of aluminum,
gutters are found along the perimeter of a house. Hip A hip is a connecting point between two
different sides of a roof that slope downward. Patio Patios are outdoor spaces that are
commonly comprised of a type of concrete. Porch A porch is generally at the front entrance of a
home and sheltered by a roof or eaves. Railing Railings are located in spots like the sides of
steps and around the outside of a deck. Rake Rake is the term used for the sloped sides on the
end of a gabled roof. Ridge A ridge is a peak on a roof where two sloping sides meet. Sidewalks
Sidewalks are typically made of concrete and create paths to various areas on the outside of a
home. Soffit Soffits are made of vinyl, wood, and most commonly aluminum. Steps Steps are
generally located at the ends of porches and decks to help people reach a surface that is either
above or below them. Shingles Shingles cover a roof and are generally made of asphalt and
limestone. Siding Siding is the term for the exterior walls of the home. Vents Vents are located
in different spots on a roof and allow air to escape from a home. Apron An apron is a decorative
trim beneath a window and against the siding. Grid A window grid is created by materials laid
within the glass of a window to create the look of multiple panes. Grids can also be placed on
the exterior of a window. Depending on how grids are installed, they can either be decorative or
supportive in nature. Shutters Shutters are located on the left and right sides of windows. While
they originally were a functional piece to protect homes from storms, today they are more
commonly decorative and often have no functionality. Trim Trim comes in many forms such as
vinyl, wood, and aluminum. It borders windows and doors both on interiors and exteriors to
help improve aesthetics. Fascia, and Dormers, and Belly Bands! Oh, my! There are many
different types of roof vents that come in various shapes and sizes. This information was
provided by Opal Enterprises, an exterior home remodeling contractor in Naperville. Skip to
content Schedule a Virtual Consultation. Free Quote Schedule Consultation Brochure. State
Illinois. Do Not Fill This Out. This occurs on pitched roofs with sloping planes that join along
their sides, like the edges of a pyramid. Often holds the gutters. Eave â€” The overhanging area
of the roof that extends beyond the house to keep rain water away from the lower part of the
home. This vent is at the highest point of the roof, which is helpful because heat rises and
exhausts passively. You may also see a similar type of vent called a hip vent, which runs along
the hip of the roof. Gutter System Gutter â€” These catch the water dripping from the roof and
carry it away from the home. Down Spout â€” The downward tubing to direct the water down
and out from the gutters. Corner Post â€” The outer corner trim to seal off siding and wall
edges. Foundation â€” The structural base that the home sits on, normally concrete. Header â€”
Larger decorative trim boards and moldings above windows and doors. Some are strictly
decorative and some also provide structural and stability benefits. They come in many different
patterns. Grids are normally rectangular. Grilles often refer to more elaborate patterns. Spelling
is seen interchangeably as grille and grill. Apron â€” Larger decorative trim boards and
moldings below windows. Specialty Areas Dormer â€” An extra wall area that extends out from
the roof plane often containing a window. Chimney â€” The large protective ventilation area for
smoke normally from a fireplace. Porch â€” An open front extension around the entrance of the
home, normally covered. Column â€” Vertical posts which hold up roof extensions, often
covered with decorative features. Railing â€” Fencing or barrier with small posts, rails, often
around an open part of the house like a deck or porch. Home Remodeling Services This
information was provided by Opal Enterprises, an exterior home remodeling contractor in
Naperville. Customer Reviews. Great workmanship and customer service! The Opal Experience.
See All Videos. Play Now. Manufacturers You Can Trust. Inspiration Gallery. View Images from
Pinterest. All Windows Doors. Free Quote. InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We
have no relationship with advertisers, products, or services discussed at this website. This
article provides a glossary of the main parts of a house and house structure and we give
definitions of common home inspection terms used during home inspections or in home
inspection reports. Terms defined here may also appear in home inspection standards and
home inspection licensing laws. This is a public, consumer information document containing a
glossary defining some key terms regarding home inspectors in the United States and Canada.
Our page top sketch was published in by the U. Note: for brevity this list of house parts, keyed
to the illustration shown here, is condensed to keywords and phrases. For more complete,
more-eloquent detail about each house part or system, click the links given by various house
parts in this list. This permits sweeping ashes from the fireplace into an ash pit for later
cleanout; improper construction risks a house fire. Fireplace ash pit cleanout door. Access to
the ash pit at the base of chimneys serving fireplaces as well as heating appliances. See

Fireplace Hearth Size. In some construction such as cathedral ceilings the ridge board becomes
a supporting ridge beam. Rafter blocking or cross bridging , also found on floor joists and in
some wall framing. The soffit is the enclosed portion of the roof that overhangs the house walls
at the roof lower edges. The construction of a typical roof overhang, eave or soffit is shown in
our sketch. The drip edge is special metal flashing intended to divert water off of the roof lower
edges into the roof gutter system. Drip edges should spill into the gutter, not behind it. Below
we include definitions of trim found at or near the top of building exterior walls and thus usually
lower than the gutter and soffit:. The cornice is also described in some dictionaries as the
uppermost part of an entablature. Cornice molding also is used indoors in some buildings and
appears as a trim board mounted at the juncture of wall top and ceiling. Definition of frieze
board : a frieze board is a horizontal decorative board at the top of a wall or between the cornice
and the wall covering; a frieze board may appear on the building exterior or on an interior wall
as well. A frieze board may appear alone, without cornice molding. Thus some architects and
builders may refer to the horizontal board at the top of the wall, below the soffit as simply the
frieze board, omitting any discussion of the more complex cornice or cornice trim. Illustrated
above: Eaves, soffit, fascia board, cornice molding, cornice, frieze, soffit return or box-end, and
at the gable end of this historic home, the rake and barge board and again the soffit return.
Definition of Fascia board or fascia trim : The horizontal board running along the outer edge of a
soffit, typically covered or mostly covered by a gutter on modern homes, is the fascia board.
Don't confuse fascia board with cornice molding which is below the soffit and in the plane of
the wall itself. On some buildings the water table trim is a bit more complex, using at least two
pieces of horizontal trim: a narrow board, perhaps " in width is placed on an angle sloping away
from the wall to form a drip cap atop a " wide horizontal trim board placed flat against the
building. Downspout leader or downspout extension hard to see, behind that front right entry
porch column. Gable end and gable-end attic vent. The rake is the edge of the gable roof that
runs parallel to the sloping roof edge and extends from the ridge or "peak" to the lower roof
edges at the gable end walls of the home. Don't confuse "rake" or "gable end" arrows 17, 22, 23,
and 31 with "soffit" or "eaves" of a roof. The eaves are the lower edges of the roof that run
parallel to the house walls under the lowest roof edges arrows 18 and 36 in the sketch. Gable
end fascia. See notes at 21 above. The gable end fascia is the trim board attached to the roof
edges, extending from ridge to lower roof edge, and where a rake overhang is present, covering
the outermost rake rafter or barge rafter. Definition of Water table trim board : The horizontal
board running along the bottom of a building exterior wall siding such as common on
clapboard-sided homes is often called a water table trim board. Our illustration at left shows the
water table horizontal trim board on a building sided with wood clapboards. Best construction
practices would include zee flashing atop this board and extending up behind the bottom
clapboard just above, or a drip cap atop the water table trim board along with zee flashing.
Where carpeting is to be installed builders may use solid-core plywood to avoid accidental
punctures of the flooring through the carpeting stiletto heeled shoes. Additional layers of
subflooring over the base underlayment may be installed where tile is to be installed;.
Foundation wall , along with wall footings 42 supports the structure and holds back earth where
a basement or crawl space is included. Footing , supports the foundation wall. The main girder
carries part of the floor joist load, typically through the center of the home. The rim joist, set on
edge, is nailed to the sill plate. The rim joist and sill plate rest on pier top where a continuous
foundation wall is not present. Pier , alternative to a continuous foundation wall, piers may
support posts that in turn support perimeter girders or beams carrying the building wall loads.
Window sash. Stair tread. Stair baluster. Balusters are the vertical supports enclosing the space
between the underside of the stair railing and the stair tread upper surface. Typically spaced 4"
o. Home inspections performed to ASHI or other professional home inspectors association,
state or provincial licensing standards for home inspections, are focused on in-service
conditions and do not certify compliance with building codes. But to be accurately informed
and to be able to recognize important defects in the field, ASHI inspectors may refer to various
building codes and also to other standards for purposes of training or explanation. Home
inspectors operate in that zone of discovery between new constructing code-compliance
inspections and post-failure investigations and repair work. Using essentially visual methods
home inspectors examine both major building components and small details which offer clues
suggesting areas where major repairs may be needed. State and. What do you call the wide
board that runs just below the soffits on the vertical side of the house? This would be the board
just above the clapboard on a wooden house. Also, what do you call the same board at the
bottom on the clapboard between the clapboard and the foundation? I do find your online
information very useful. Thanks for having most of what I need in one place. Some architects
and builders may refer to the horizontal board at the top of the wall, below the soffit as simply

the frieze board, omitting any discussion of the more complex cornice or cornice trim. Other
sources describe the frieze board as part of a classical entablature located between the
architrave and the cornice. Definition of entablature : on a classical building the entablature is a
combination of decorative elements that rests atop columns, made up typically of an architrave,
frieze, and cornice. The term entablature is used then to describe a built-up combination of
horizontal decorative components. Definition of fascia board or fascia trim : The horizontal
board running along the outer edge of a soffit, typically covered or mostly covered by a gutter
on modern homes, is the fascia board. Definition of water table trim board : The horizontal
board running along the bottom of a building exterior wall siding such as common on
clapboard-sided homes is often called a water table trim board. A very helpful reference that
provides illustrative sketches and definitions of building components and terms is Architectural
Graphic Standards , by Ramsey Sleeper [4]. At Field Guides to North American House
Architecture we list and you can buy at Amazon books we have found particularly helpful in
identifying architectural styles. Yes in my opinion a porch or deck, if attached to the house, is
part of its structure in the sense of building code compliance regulations. Some building
inspectors, if pressed, may exclude a deck or porch that is completely free-standing. Brian,
when I constructed those components my partner and I called them just what you did - a soffit
"return" Some builders call that construction, if present, the "box end" of the soffit. Interesting
etymology: "Eaves" is from old english efes - possibly from old german obsen for "over". My
photo above is of the historic Seneca Howland house in Pleasant Valley, New York, the victim of
a restoration and repair project that I and another carpenter completed many years ago. Try the
search box just below, or if you prefer, post a question or comment in the Comments box below
and we will respond promptly. Note: appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if
your comment contains an image, web link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a
web link, your posting will appear after it has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the
delay. Just ask us! Search the InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments
However even this illustration appears to have been copied from a still earlier source and we
have seen this identical drawing with different numbers and often published without a
consistent key that defines the numbered items. Fundamentals of Residential Construction.
Wood-frame house construction. New York: Books for Business. ISBN Harris, P. Tel: Email: info
carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection education and
report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide to help building owners
operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at the
back of the volume. One of the smartest things Residential Architects have done in recent years
is to stop talking to their clients like Architects. If you have any idea what that means, please let
me know. I do relate to quotes like this one:. Refreshing, stimulating, and understandable.
Thanks Sarah. Roofs are either flat, or not flat. Flat roofs are called â€” flat roofs. Nonâ€”flat
roofs are called pitched roofs. Describing pitched roofs gets a little more complicated, but there
are two basic kinds: gable, and hip. A hipped roof may have a ridge at the top, or may come to a
point. But at the corners, there are more ridges, running at an angle, up to the ridge at the top.
Learn to identify a gable roof, a hip roof, and a few roof parts, and your Architect will be
impressed. Double-hung windows are most often found on houses with an American colonial
heritage. Casement windows are hinged on one side like a door, and are usually operated by a
hand crank. Other common residential window sty
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les include awning hinged at the top , sliding, and fixed; but no matter the style, all windows
have a few basic parts in common. The movable part of any window is called the sash; this is
separate from the frame, which is attached to the house. Muntins are often confused with
mullions, which are pieces that join two separate window units together. Got it? Contact me to
learn more about the services I offer and how I can help make your new home or remodeling
project exciting, valuable and unique. It's so important to understand the terminology when
you're building a house. It makes it much easier to make sure the architect understands exactly
what you are looking for, meaning you'll get what you want. It also means you'll understand
what the architect is trying to explain, which speeds up the process. Gabled Roof Parts. Hipped
Roof Parts. Double-Hung Window Parts. Casement Window Parts. Tags: house parts vocabulary
roof types window parts window styles. Inline Feedbacks. JoAnne Loftus.

